10 January 2014

TO: The Aviation Safety Regulation Review Panel
Dear Sirs
My name is Shane Urquhart and since the Lockhart River Air Disaster of 07 May 2005, I have
been very interested and active in seeking root and branch changes to Aviation Safety in this
country. My daughter Constable Sally Urquhart was among the 15 Australians going about
their business, who perished in this totally preventable crash. (The worst in almost 40
years.)
You may be aware of the many interviews, articles, inquests and inquiry submissions I have
been involved in as well as my appearance before the Senate Inquiry into CASA in 2008.
Since the Lockhart River crash I have also acted as unofficial spokesperson for the victims'
families as well as advising and supporting families from other fatal crashes.
Once people become involved in the aviation safety issues of the country and the role of
CASA in determining and overseeing policy, they soon become aware of the sinister
activities of CASA and its senior staff and the recent complicity of the ATSB as well.
I will not go into details as the attachments will speak for themselves. I believe that these
two submissions speak loud and clear. It is appalling that citizens of this country who are
directly interested parties, can be treated in this way..patronised, lied to, fobbed-off and
generally ignored in the hope that we will give up.
You need to know that there are still people out there who are responsible for the
circumstances and conditions under which many of these crashes occurred. Many are still
with CASA. They know who they, are as does CASA, and they are all being actively protected
from questions, inquiries and appearances. The truth will show CASA for what it has been
and still is and vindicate our work over the years.
I commend my submission to you in the hope that there may finally be not only recognition
of the basket-case that is aviation safety in Australia, but also that strong action be taken
against those who have been malfeasant in office for a long time and continue to obfuscate
in their duties and responsibilities.
I am available at short notice to appear before you and/or to discuss my submission.
Yours faithfully
Shane Urquhart
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Senate Committee (Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport) Inquiry into the Administration of
CASA and related matters.

PREAMBLE:
My name is Shane Urquhart and my interest in this Inquiry relates to events and issues which have
transpired since the Lockhart River (LHR) air crash of 05 may 2005. My daughter and 14 others
lost their lives in that horrific and preventable incident, the worst air disaster in Australia for 40
years. During the past three years, those events and incidents mentioned above have led to the
realisation that the Civil Aviation Safety Authority is a sorry example of how an organisation can
deteriorate over a period of time due to endemic incompetence, self-interest, favouritism,
corruption, dereliction of duty and bastardisation of the regional airline industry. Unfortunately, it
has done so without any notable intervention from the governments of the day.
I hasten to add that I am far from the only person in Australia who holds this view. The most
appalling fact is that this situation has developed since 1988 and has not improved. Hopefully this
inquiry will answer why this is the case and hold those responsible, accountable for their
complicity.
Since may 2005, with the accumulation of a great deal of information and statements from affected
people, advice from industry experts and the outcomes of a Coronial Inquest in Queensland, there
is overwhelming evidence that CASA and its predecessors, have not only significant culpability
for LHR, but several other fatal air accidents in the past 20 years; incident which have claimed 70+
lives since 1998. Most other family members of the victims of these incidents hold my view. It is
only until now, that my questions, requests and comments have fallen on deaf ears.
This is in no small part due to CASA personnel’s development of a very skilful avoidance and
shift- the- information- into- undiscoverable- places culture; placing uninformed people in key
positions (the “I don’t know anything about that” defence;) very clever but cunning filtering or
manipulation of information being given to the minister; a very tight and loyal “old boys” network
which includes Transport Department Public Servants.
I would like to respectfully request that the scope of this Inquiry go back beyond 2003 as much of
the current, chronic problems of CASA were born in these times. They have grown significantly
since then. To deal only with the time from 2003 to now will not serve to get to the root of the
problems and who is still involved.
Also, I would request that this Inquiry be of more than one day’s duration. I respectfully advise the
committee that this inquiry needs several days just to get through the mountain of information that
is relevant to a fair and transparent process. The Inquiry has left itself open to criticism that it is
only an exercise to placate people like me and the other families.
It must also be said, that the actions of CASA, in the last few days leading up to the Inquiry and to
divert attention from the real issue of the Administration of the organisation, is cynical and blatant
to say the least. eg.
• The media release concerning unannounced visits by CASA to operations across Northern
Australia.
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•
•

•

The sudden turn-around regarding the construction of Brisbane’s tallest building as a
hazard to airspace. Earlier, CASA had given its approval.
The so-called survey of public perceptions of CASA. Given that Australia has 20 million
people, the sample of approx is miniscule. Canvassing people who travel in large aircraft,
in nice conditions, also challenges the veracity of the whole exercise. How many people
really know what CASA is, let alone what they do.
The cancelling of Aerotropic’s AOC, by Fax after the close of business on Friday 27 June,
a well known CASA tactic. CASA purportedly has had serious concerns about Aerotropics
for 10 months. Why the sudden reaction, 5 days out from the Inquiry?

Finally, I ask that two key people in this issue be called to give evidence in
identifying the serious and endemic deficiencies of CASA and its administration.
These are Mr Dick Smith, former CEO of CAA and Mr Kym Bills, Executive Director
of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau. Their evidence under oath would be
crucial.
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THE ISSUES
Notes.
I have numbered each issue for ease of reference. For the issues, I have outlined the substance of each as
briefly as possible, in the interest of space and to make perusal easier for the readers. The text includes
statements, quotes and reference points to verify documents or documents too large to reproduce in this
submission. The issues are treated as samples of the long history of CASA’s flawed and unchanged
operations. Some correlated information and references may be used more than once as they are cross
referenced.

1. CASA’s history pre and post the Lockhart River Crash, with special attention to
Transair.
•
•
•

•

•

•

CASA’s track record as uncovered in investigations into previous major crashes: eg Whyalla, Seaview,
Monarch. See transcripts of these Inquests.
The Skehill report.
CASA’s tactics of denial, pleading ignorance and ensuring that there is no direct link to those in senior.
Changing position descriptions, roles and shifting people in and out of the organisation, serves to have
any questions properly answered almost impossible. positions. people around. People with no in-depth
knowledge of the aviation industry are often the first contact with CASA.
CASA’s litany of failures in the oversight of Transair from 1999 to 07 May 2005.
(ref.Section 2..8.1, pps 226 and 228 of the ATSB Report into the Lockhart River crash,LHR. Statements
supported in Appendix H5.)
See also the Chart showing Audit dates, Audit Scope, Requests for corrective action observations
20/12/99 to 02/11/06. Prepared by David Yeomans , Internal Audit and Standardisation Officer, January
2007.
CEO of Transair, Les Wright’s “get out of jail free” ticket, when he assured Mr Richard Purdie of the
Brisbane Field Office that he would comply with certain directions to ensure he kept his AOC. He did
not comply and CASA did not follow up. (ref: pps 123/124 ATSB Report LHR.) Further mention of Mr
Purdie is made later in another issue.
CASA’s response regarding the assessment of operator risk is inadequate and misleading. (pps141/142
ATSB Report LHR.)The actual serious financial situation and murky affairs of Transair over its
operating period has been publicly revealed. (ref: Courier Mail 16 June 2008, pps 25/26.) Why was
CASA unable to discover this situation?

2.The Lockhart River Inquest conducted by Queensland Coroner Michael Barnes.
•

“In addition to the serious pilot and company contributory factors, if CASA’s guidance to inspectors on
managements systems and its risk assessment processes had been more thorough, the accident may not
have occurred.” (Appendix M1, Media Release in the ATSB Report LHR. This is the most important
statement in all of the LHR texts. A senior public servant from the then DOTARS, demanded that
this statement be withdrawn from the release. This was refused. Make your own conclusions.

•
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•
•

The failure to call Richard Purdie was a travesty, as he would have been the key to destroying CASA’s
evidence and assertions. CASA was very keen not to have him as a witness.
• Mr Sean Singleton, who had valuable information, was also not called.
• The unreasonable aggression of both Counsel assisting and Counsel for CASA when Questioning Pilots
A and B at the Inquest. This was accompanied by a failure on the part of Counsel assisting to develop the
answers of these witnesses. (Ref; My observations in the court, LHR Inquest transcripts and a letter from
Pilot A, Mr Ken Grant.
• The continual denial by CASA that they were taken to task seriously by the Coroner for their part in this
issue and continual denial that they were at fault in a number of key areas. (Ref:Office of the State
Coroner, Finding of Inquest into the Aircraft Crash at Lockhart River. 17 august 2007, pps45/46.) The
Coroner disagrees!
• The findings of the ATSB in the contributing factors relating to CASA’s processes. (Ref: ATSB Report
Mpps237,238,239.) Again, it is presented in plain English for all to see and agreed to by the Coroner.
The key issue here is that CASA, as usual thinking that they are untouchable, did nothing about any of this,
except to announce that they had made some minor regulatory changes. (And of course, moved personnel
away from the heat.)

3.The behaviour of senior CASA officers in the RRAT Senate Estimates hearings.
• The evidence around this issue is all contained the Hansard transcripts of the RRAT Estimates Committee
hearing, including those of this year. As member of the committee, I feel you would already have access
and knowledge here.

•

•

The transcripts clearly demonstrate the belligerence and evasiveness of the CASA officers who appear. It
is a disgrace that senior public servants cannot give straight and simple answers to questions about the
field in which they are supposed to be experts. I believe it is a glaring example of the quality of these
people.
Specifically, Mr Shane Carmody has been questioned about CASA’s role in the LHR Inquest, and from
my research, has demonstrated a misleading of the Estimates Committee. In the hearing of 19 February
2008, Mr Carmody is asked about a number of aspects about CASA :
1. That there was an explicit instruction from CASA for a sustained attack on the ATSB report.
Denied by Mr Carmody but referred to by Coroner Barnes in his findings
2. Mr Carmody says that at the end of the day, CASA’s view was the same as the Coroner. There
is no evidence of that!
3. Mr Carmody avers that CASA put forward a view that scenario b was the likely cause of the
accident and that was also what the Coroner said. NO HE DID NOT! (Ref: Coroners findings
ps53/54.
I have several more examples and references related to Mr Carmody’s statements.

4. CASA and its relationship with the ATSB.
•

My comments here relate to the recommendation that the Minister for Transport at the time, conduct a
review into the relationship between CASA and the ATSB. My view and that of the other Lockhart
families and many aviation operators, is that Mr Barnes’ good intention were simply a sideshow
generated by CASA to take the heat away from his very unpopular, final recommendations from the
Inquest. Thus was born the Miller Review, conducted by a person with strong ties to CASA through their
preferred Law firm, with terms of reference that basically isolated the ATSB. The recommendation that
CASA and the ATSB get closer in their roles is absolutely ludicrous. As a point of interest, I would like
to know why CASA utilises the most prestigious and expensive law firms to represent them, at taxpayers’
expense.
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5. The Eastland Air Crash, Toowoomba 2001.
•
•

With regard to this issue, I would defer to any submissions by families from that crash.
I do have a good knowledge of the crash and subsequent Inquest, having read the Transcripts.
Also of note is that Mr Richard Purdie gave evidence (ref: Eastland Air Inquest transcripts pps 10281118.
The appalling aspect of this Inquest is that it took 5 years to complete.

6. CASA’s North Queensland operations.
•

My issues here surround the mountain of anecdotal evidence that I have collected an researched
over the past 3 years. The information and examples almost all are of “dodgy” operators who are
allowed to operate with the tacit approval of CASA. Having felt or witnessed the wrath of CASA
officers who feel they been wronged, most of these people still fear retribution and thus are
hesitant to identify themselves.

•

Transair, Big Sky Express, Aerotropics, Eastland, Yanda (complaint to CASA by same pilot of VHTFU ,
LHR. Yanda was a direct rival to a company being run by Les Wright at the time.) Tamair, Cape York
Air etc etc. There is a story waiting to be written about each. The relationship between these companies
and CASA ought to be investigated further.
Why didn’t CASA prosecute Les Wright and others?

7. Favouritism vs Harassment.

•

9. Leadership, or lack thereof, of CASA.
•

•

•
•
•

One of the key contributing flaws to CASA’s poor record is the failure of successive Directors or CEO’s
to rigorously implement reform and maintain a culture of integrity and professionalism. The rot set in
with the appointment of Mr. Mick Toller, where knee-jerk reaction to incident or issues became endemic.
The opposite was almost a malaise of doing very little in moving on the mooted reforms.
The current CEO, Mr Byron has now turned doing nothing into a fine art. Under his regime, CASA still
operates in the reactive mode, waiting until after something happens and then trying to take the kudos for
regulatory reform which would not have happened if there wasn’t an incident. (ref: transcript of Doorstop
interview, 04 April 2007.)
Where was Mr Byron on the days following LHR, Australia’s worst aviation accident in 36 years?
What is the history of Mr Byron’s relationship with Mr Les Wright.
CASA also runs on a finance-driven model and would rather pinch pennies than ensure public safety. (ref:
CEO Directive-001/2007, dot-points three and four.)

10. The relationships between CASA and the government of the day.
•

The issue of the relationship between CASA and the Government of the day is directly related to the long
term of the Howard Government. CASA was able to do what it wanted with little or no interference from
the Government and especially from the Minister of the day..always the Nationals Deputy Prime Minister,
except in the case of Mr Truss short tenure.
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•
•
•

•

This is highlighted by the widely-known political complicity during the 2004 election campaign, between
the Transport Minister (Dep PM) a small party candidate for the seat of Leichhardt (and operator of a
local airline) and the Federal Member.
Is it a co-incidence that soon after LHR, the Transport Minister resigned?
There is a document document called ‘AOPA Meets the Minister’ of 03 February 1999 which records
conversations between Mr Anderson (Transport Minister,) Mr McKinley (Aviation Advisor,) Mr Tony
Mitchell (AOPA V-P) and Mr Mark Bennett (AOPA Gen Manager.) This document gives an interesting
insight into the cursory nature with which key decisions about CASA were made.
The current Minster, Mr Albanese, has been also dragged into the clutches of CASA and one or two of his
Departmental Senior Public Servants who have retained their influence from the previous government.
Their interference was made clear to me when Mr Albanese promised me face-to-face, that he would have
answers to any questions I cared to ask about CASA and its operations. I forwarded three separate
tranches of questions, including those not answered by CASA from the Senate Estimates. I received NO
answers and finally received a letter from Mr Albanese extolling the excellence of CASA and the virtues
of Mr Byron. Unfortunately, the wording and content of the letter was very similar to one I received from
Mr John Howard and another from Mr Mark Vaile. I wonder who wrote those?

11.The political implications of the 2007 election.
•

The implications refer to the change of government and its commitment to reform. See media releases
prior to and after the election, from Senators O’Brien, McLucas and the Hon Martin Ferguson. Up until
then, we were being thwarted not only by the machinations of CASA but by the Howard Government as
well.

•

CASA has established, according to its own publicity, a culture as a “model litigant” when involved in
legal actions. Nothing could be further from the truth. CASA has what is known as the legal team
from hell. Granted, legal teams need to be robust in their prosecution or defence. The CASA legal team is
known to be an overly aggressive group of people who bully others into submission and then gloat about
their efforts afterwards. Getting to the truth or ensuring natural justice is achieved, is not in their law
books. This is the team which prepared CASA’s defence in the LHR inquest.
During a recent case concerning issues in North Queensland, and in which CASA was heavily involved,
there have been reports of a CASA legal officer tampering with evidence, attempting to pervert the course
of justice, exerting undue pressure on witnesses and misrepresenting the truth.
I am aware that these people will be at the Inquiry in numbers, just as they were at the LHR Inquest. One
particular CASA officer was observed trying to eavesdrop on private conversations between the families.

12. CASA’s legal and courtroom activities.

•
•

13. CASA’s inaction and failure to investigate.
•

•

During the LHR Inquest, the culture of CASA was made very obvious through not only their courtroom
antics, but in the quality and veracity of some of their witnesses. CASA extols the virtues of their FOI’s
as being ex-Pilots of large airliners, or long-term members of the industry or as coming from the services.
This however, doesn’t equate when dealing with suspect operators in remote parts of Australia, where
these FOI’s have no experience. Eg.
He replied: “A guy flew a plane into a hill didn’t he?”
The egos of some of these men also give an insight in how they go about their business. C ASA Witness
Peter McMillan’s gave astounding evidence:. Mr McMillan was the FOI who did the final audit on
Transair in Cairns and found nothing wrong and he stuck to his story. He was asked if he had read the
ATSB report in which he was adversely mentioned. His response was, “No and why should I?” When
challenged about the skimpy audit he did at Transair, he blamed lack of resources and that he just doing
what he was told. Asked how he was able to do the job properly he said that he would just reduce the
scope of the audit!
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•

CASA also called on the services of their new senior officer in Brisbane, Mr Patrick Murray. During his
lengthy and time-wasting time in the stand, Mr Murray gave a long winded expose of what he was doing
for CASA and things that were happening etc....but only well after the crash, from when he was
appointed!

14. Aero Tropics
•
•

•

Aerotropics is now grounded in a cynical exercise just before the Inquiry. A well-known CASA
tactic.
CEO of Aerotropics, Mr Ric Lippman boasted after LHR that his company had nothing to do with
Transair and that his company was responsible for ticketing only. He denied evidence given by
other witnesses about his operations. At the LHR Inquest, Mr Lippman received soft treatment by
the CASA team and was not questioned about any problems or issues surrounding Aerotropics.
Aerotropics was given AOC’s by CASA to take over the Cairns/Bamaga run, then Cairns Lockhart
River/Bamaga runs. The problem was that Aerotropics had flown both the routes for some time while
licensed to do so. He was running RPTs while only licensed for charter. He denied this at the Inquest
even though he was presented with the evidence of articles in The Cairns Post advertising the runs as
RPT. What did CASA do?...nothing! Gave him the AOCs for both runs.

I would also like to make a comparative statement about justice in the public service sector and
white-collar crime.
It is a fact that in Australia, there are many who have committed serious fraud and other whitecollar crimes against citizens of the country. Several have been convicted and received custodial
sentences. This is also the case with government departments or organisations where serious
offences have occurred. The Australian Wheat Board debacle is a case in point. People went to jail,
or lost their jobs or were heavily fined, or all three.
There is no difference but one, when it comes to CASA and Department of Transport employees
with regard to what they have been doing....compromising the safety of Australian and in several
cases, with disastrous results. (70+ fatalities since 1989.)
The one difference is that in those other examples, no-one has died. Surely the seriousness of
such actions is greater than those where no-one has lost their lives? Surely there is no argument
here?
My final request is that I be granted leave to appear in person at the Inquiry and be given adequate
time to speak to my submission and respond to any questions.

Want we (my family) want from the inquiry:
-That all air operations in Australia, whether large commercial airlines, regional airlines, small
commercial companies or individual operators, are regulated and supported by a worlds bestpractice safety regime.
-That there is a major “root and branch” overhaul of CASA, that does not allow for any band-aid
or lip-service solutions to the major problems endemic in its operations. The Minister responsible
has to have a clear knowledge of the actions of senior public servants within the Transport
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Department, now and in the past and take positive action on receipt of complaints from the
industry. It would not be beyond the best interests of the Australian public, to disband CASA
altogether, as it is almost past fixing.
-That this inquiry is extended and establishes the parameters for further investigation and questions
into the operations and behaviours of those CASA officers adversely mentioned in this Senate
Committee Inquiry. These parameters must be prior to 2003 and include the time from when Mr
Toller was CEO of the CAA and/or since the abolition of the Department of Civil Aviation. Most
of CASA’s problems and systemic failures date from post-1988.
-That the Inquiry recommends that any Public Servants within CASA and the Transport
Department who are found to be derelict or negligent in their duties and complicit in illegal and
unethical conduct, are dismissed from office and face either criminal or civil prosecution, or
both..
- That there must also be a rigorous, monitoring of internal systems in place within CASA, to
ensure that the practices of the past do not re-occur. Experienced and widely respected industry
persons who are not and never have been, CASA employees, should have a major role in this. A
CASA ‘internal’ aviation ombudsman responsible to the CEO/Director is not the solution. There is
no place for an Industry Complaints Commissioner within the organisation. Any aviation
ombudsman must be totally independent and responsible to Parliament via the
Commonwealth Ombudsman; and operate under a clear and concise framework of
accountability.
-That, as a result of the Inquiry, appropriate changes in the relevant legislation are facilitated in a
transparent but timely manner, including the prompt and efficient completion of regulatory
reforms begun in 1988.
-That the independence of the ATSB never be compromised. The USA NTSB model of
independence should be adopted where the ATSB is removed from the Transport Department and
made directly responsible to parliament.
If this inquiry fails to address these issues, it will be a matter of when, not if, the next air
disaster occurs. I will be the first to publish my submission and then ask the obvious
questions. There will be no satisfactory answers for the victims and their families.

Shane Alan Urquhart

29 June 2008
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24 January 2013

To

Committee Secretary

Senate Standing Committee on RRA&T
PO Box 6100

Parliament House
CANBERRA 2600

RE: Senate Inquiry into Aviation Accident Investigations..A plea from families.

Dear Senators
This letter speaks for the families left behind and the victims of several fatal aircraft
accidents in Australia over the past decade. Over that period, I have been approached
for advice, comfort and support by many of the affected families. It is with profound
sorrow, but determination, that I have taken it upon myself, with their approval, to be
the public voice of these people wanting straightforward answers and action.
In short, many of these families have become extremely frustrated by the apparent
total lack of accountability, credibility, integrity and the incorrigible lack in duty of
care and compassion displayed by the aviation safety authorities toward those who
have been affected and damaged the most by fatal and near fatal air crashes: the
families.
In the process of proactively pursuing the truth, seeking justice and some form of
moral and administrative accountability, many have simply been obliged to give up,
mostly due to the financial burden and personal stress caused by the delaying,
blocking and obfuscating tactics deliberately employed by the aviation authority.
For people seeking definitive answers, the frustration begins with the seemingly
endless delay in the ATSB producing meaningful reports. Since Lockhart River, the ‘no
liability’ game for the Safety Authority has impacted on the various Coroners’
decisions which in turn affect the stance of insurers.
Since being involved in the aftermath of the Lockhart River accident of 07 May 2005, I
have been working to make the travelling public aware that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority is only paying lip service to their mantra of ‘safe skies for all’.
My work began before the advent of the misnamed and misleading Memorandum of
Understanding between CASA and the ATSB. This was one of the few recommendations made by
Coroner Barnes at the conclusion to the Lockhart River Inquest that was actually adopted and
actioned. It had no bearing at all on the matter at hand.
The free-rein given to CASA by the MOU has been frightening and proven to be
downright dangerous to all. I and many others have discovered that the ‘mystique of
aviation safety’ is a ruthlessly and cynically used tool of the aviation authorities to
disguise their misconduct and to dupe an unaware public. It is nothing more than a
cover of veneer over a culture which is reactive, inept, corrupt and operates a morally
perverse system of 'micro managing' aviation safety in Australia. Unfortunately, the
main feature is the “no accountability” strategies employed by CASA for the last 20
years.
It is my belief, supported by many others that over the past decade the outcomes of
aviation related accidents do not fully expose the twisted culture of corruption and
maladministration contained within the aviation regulator. This has been proven to
adversely and unfairly affect Senate Committee inquiries, Court judgements, Coronial
Inquests, Tribunal hearings, Police Inquiries and other investigations.
One of the more perverse aspects of this culture is the propensity of the current
Director of Aviation Safety to label anyone who questions or criticises CASA as “mad”
or “delusional.” This is something which really angers the families as it seems the DAS
believes he has the protected right to make these highly offensive and completely

unfounded statements. I would hope that after reading this letter and attachments,
that you do not entertain the same opinion.
I am very cognisant and well versed in the current Senate Inquiry related to the PelAir ditching and other matters. The families and victims hurt by this current regime
have no other choice but to believe they are the forgotten ones, actively and
purposely held in special contempt by CASA as they who know nothing and will never
be told anything.
Represented by the names at the bottom of this letter are just some of the people
who, despite their personal pain are willing to assist the Senate inquiry to fully
understand exactly what is controlling the safety of our loved ones in Australian skies.
I therefore humbly request that you firstly acknowledge receipt and perusal of this
letter and attachments, and secondly, provide a timely response.
Yours sincerely
Shane Urquhart.... Const Sally Urquhart Lockhart River 07 May 2005
and
Richard and Bronwen Thompson...Dr Kathryn Thompson T’ba 27 Nov 2001
Nurse Karen Casey.. Survivor Norfolk Island ditching 18 November 2009
Fiona Norris....Captain Paul Norris LHR
Kerry Sonter..Arden Sonter LHR
Tam Harris...Ted Green LHR
Melissa Brady .. Rob Brady LHR
Samantha Hare and family...Ian Lovell South Stradbroke Is 31 August 2008
Lovell family...UK....Ian Lovell South Stradbroke Is
Cousins Family..Jessica Cousins Bungle Bungles 14 Sep 2008

Attachments.
a.

Victims and families vs the System

Civil Aviation Safety Authority
We know what they have been doing, how they operate and who the main players are, but we are ignored as
an inconvenient presence in the milieu. eg ongoing difficulties in obtaining information, even through FOI,
time wasting, blocking, denial, shifting personnel around and blatant lying. The personalities and operating
methods of senior executives are a serious blight on the integrity of the Senior Executive Service of the
Commonwealth and is a real factor in our frustrations etc etc. No survivors=pilot error every time. It could be
legitimately believed that this is a preferred outcome of air crashes. Numerous Inquests and the subsequent
findings and recommendations seem to support this belief. The general public would be appalled.
Australian Transport Safety Bureau
The ATSB has lost its integrity and trust of families as soon as it entered into MOU with CASA. There is ample
documentation to demonstrate its now subservience to CASA. The ATSB was appropriately rigorous and
unflinching in its reports and statements to the LHR Coroner. Now, it makes no major decisions or reports
without permission from the DAS of CASA, despite what both organisations say in public.
Government and politicians
The government and most parliamentary members are only interested if there is a vote in it for them. They
lose interest very quickly. Need guts and political will. Nothing changed with the change of government.
Ministers duped by CASA speak and clever bureaucrats. Insurance liability for the Commonwealth plays a
major role in the inaction of the government of the day and its continued backing of all CASA and ATSB
decisions.
Coronial Inquest system.
Has a lot to answer for. Lazy Coroners are dudded by clever barristers and unlimited resources. Outcomes
always support the pilot error theory, much to the delight of the Authority who works hard to achieve this.
...this is a well documented
conflict of interest. It has been allowed to continue unquestioned by Coroners.
We believe that it would not be unreasonable to call State Coroners, who have presided over Coronial
Inquests related to Aviation fatalities, to be questioned about findings and recommendations that are related
to this current Inquiry.
Legal representation
Lawyers and barristers really just making money...little understanding of issues and not really being rigorous in
their representation of families in Inquests and Insurance issues.
Insurance issues
There is a double whammy of distress and pressure. 1. The distress of Inquests and their inadequate
recommendations, but also, 2.the ubiquitous QBE and the unscrupulous Norton White and their relentless
harassment and attempted intimidation of families to minimise payments under Air Carriers Liability Act. Again
the lawyers win and collect huge fees; and the government is again not liable.
The media
Media outlets are only ever interested in the quick grab...if it is somehow sensational or salacious. No real
interest shown in human cost and making the public aware of the issues. They promise everything and give

nothing. Quite different coverage is afforded to “celebrities” who make news even if they pass wind. We
believe that those of some perceived importance/status, would enjoy much better support and outcomes than
any of us.

b. Victims and families’ statements:
Note that these comments are devoid of any double-speak, deceptions, lies etc. They are from the
heart and un-edited.

To begin with, I use the most recent example of CASA’s malfeasance in office. Ms Karen
Casey, a not-so-lucky survivor of the Pel-Air Westwind ditching at Norfolk Island has this
to say:
“When will truth trump cover-ups that are laced with selfish intent to save ones posterior? How
ridiculous to have so many broken rules in an- audit, yet almost get away with it. There is a
reason for the truth that is emerging, it’s for air safety & the failure of our regulator & investigative
bodies results. It has been the survivors that have been the seekers of the real deal. What a
disgrace. With both our Chief Commissioners under the microscope now, the amplification of this
ordeal is finally happening.
CASA & ATSB have a lot to answer for, dragging this on for selfish intent is criminal & at the least
cruel to all on board. The coverup is surfacing and all will be revealed about the incompetencies of
all parties involved.
How unprofessional this has all been. How disappointing in the treatment of the people who have
experienced hell from impact till now with our own government bodies involved. Does our
government have enough integrity to investigate the individuals involved and actually DO
something about this rather than just go around in circles. To add insult, let’s just throw in the fact
that the ex-Pel-Air chief pilot at the time of the incident now works as an investigator for
CASA…please!
Just stop the B.S & tell the truth.”
Posted on Crikey Nov 04 2012.
Ms Casey is a highly qualified emergency care nurse who has had both her career and health
totally destroyed by the actions of both CASA and the ATSB responses to this event. She deserves
better treatment and should be given priority as a key witness to outline her ordeal. She is also
about to undergo the very stressful experience of negotiating with QBE.

Let’s look at some others:
"I come here with the capacity of a very human element as to how the system failed my husband and the other
passengers on board that flight that day,"

Fiona Norris (Wife of Captain Paul Norris) Metro 23 Lockhart River 05 May 2005 15 fatalities.
“We have been to Martin Dolan Chief Commissioner ATSB, Albanese, John McCormick, Local Member John
Castrilli - who did write a letter to CASA on our behalf but that was it! John McCormick insulted us in his
response stating that "CASA is unaware of any other accidents involving this company’s aircraft". Oh My God how
insulting to our intelligence. So in their eyes Kenny's Mob have never been involved in other incident!
How many fatalities does a Company need to have to be anything recorded as an ACCIDENT! At the inquest the
CEO of Heliworks was questioned about his Statutory Declaration and had he completed - he disclosed he did not
complete it and the Company had told him what to write! How could that be admissable in a court of law? They
were aware that this cowboy operation existed out at the Bungles but once again NO ONE would do a thing to
stop them...............
It took 2 yrs 7 mths after the accident for the inquest to be held and we did not get the final report until a
further 6 months!! Over 3 years!!”
Then

“Well we had our inquest which was an absolute joke and embarrassment for the fact that so many
documents were not produced / lost / created etc and no one did a thing about it. Our Coroner Ms Fricker left a
lot to be desired and the fact that in the 2 years 7 months not one person in the court room excluding us had
even visited the accident site or gone out to witness just what happens out there. We came away just blown
away with the fact that so many things were dismissed/ allowed/undisclosed and were allowed to be.
That smell of money I think well and truly came into play!!!
I personally lost all respect for our government representatives, law, safety authorities after sitting in that court
room for 5 days and listened to excuses on their behalf...instead of reasons to rectify and was horrified after the
evidence given that it was declared and accident.
As I said in court this was an Accident waiting to happen and will occur again!!The coroner in her report even
noted the number of helicopter accidents just since the inquest - approx 4 month....and not one recommendation
was handed down. She used the words like Breached and Failed to comply in her report and yet not one
recommendation.”
Carolyn Cousins. (mother of Jessica Cousins) Slingair Robinson 44 Bungle Bungles
September 2008 4 fatalities
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"I just thought the whole thing was a total whitewash and a total waste of money," she said.
"I can't believe that it was so blatantly obvious who was to blame for this.
"If any one of those people had done what they were morally obliged to do our daughter would be alive today."
And
“Dear Mr Barnes,
We walked out of your courtroom yesterday completely stunned and we looked at each other and said. "We waited nearly 6 years for
THAT!" and the final realisation that the deaths of our loved ones would not save any other lives in the future. Can you imagine how
empty and defeated we all felt? The comment was made "He is just a puppet of the government who tries to do his job with the least
number of bumps along the way!" We are aware your job is very difficult and complex but we were expecting more, particularly with
regard to CASA's inefficiencies and neglect. And as for the airline operator, Andrew Moore - how many people do you have to be
responsible for killing before being charged with manslaughter? You may brush this to one side by thinking we are confusing grief and
vengeance with justice but stop for a minute and try walking in our shoes. Please tell us how you define "justice" - at least what is
supposed to be the end product of justice.
Every once in a while when you go to bed at night spare a thought for us as we try to fall asleep with the image of our burning daughter
indelibly imprinted in our brains and wondering how much terror she felt in those moments when she knew she was going to die and
how much pain she felt as she gasped for her last breaths and our picture of those wonderful smelling, squeaky clean, shiny curls
instantly melting. Also think about those who were responsible for killing her going about their daily business and family life as usual.
The tragedy of all this is that your recommendations will take years to be put into practice (we are 5 years and 8 months down the track
before they have even been made) and then many, just like the airline operator in our case, will continue to cost cut and ignore them
and CASA will keep not putting in the checks and balances they are supposed to impose to prevent such tragic events as ours. We all
know there are some politicians who are self-serving, unprincipled and couldn't give a hoot about the big picture so we mostly can
expect to come up against a brick wall if we try to pursue government assistance.
So you will keep doing your job, CASA and others will keep neglecting their obligations and people will keep dying. That's the way the
wheels keep turning and who cares if a few lives are lost along the way? “

Bronwen Thompson (mother of Dr Kathryn Thompson) Eastland Air C90 Kingair Toowoomba 27 November
2001 4 fatalities

After Ted's death in the accident, I could not go on working and spent about 18 months staying with and
spending much time in the comfort of family and friends before returning to work,"
Tam Harris (partner of Ted Green) Metro 23 Lockhart River 05 May 2005 15 fatalities

My partner died in a yak-52 joy flight on 31 August, 2008. His name was Ian Lovell. I along with many others continue to feel
shock that such an accident has happened. I think this is because people do not expect such an accident to happen in
Australia. Nearly five years later and I now know that the lack of regulation in the Australian aviation industry makes flying a
very dangerous venture but my experiences are that the general public continue to be unaware. They do not know that Ian
died in an accident waiting to happen, that it could have happened to any member of the public and unless there are changes it
is likely to happen again.
The flight was sold to me as a gift certificate for Ian’s 35th birthday.
Hempel’s Aviation was recommended to me by Archerfield Airport, the company was advertised on the internet, Hempel’s
Aviation employees recommended Barry Hempel as the pilot, I bought the gift certificate directly off Barry Hempel at Hempel’s
Aviation located at Archerfield Airport; I paid Barry Hempel of Hempel’s Aviation $495 for what in the past has been referred to
by the media as the ‘death’ ticket.

At no time would I have bought this ticket if I had known that the pilot, Barry Hempel did not have a commercial license. At no
time was this flight referred to as an adventure flight. At no time were the risks of flying in a warbird discussed and at no time
was a waiver signed.
I shared in Ian’s elation at the best present that had ever been bought for him; I drove Ian to Archerfield airport; I dismissed a
dream that he had about the plane crashing into water; I had a laugh with him when he told me he was listening to the
soundtrack of top-gun whilst waiting to take the flight; I took him out to the tarmac and took photos of him as he was strapped in
for his first flight in a warbird, his first experience of aerobatics and first real taste of g-force and we both expected that he would
return safely.
Ian’s flight was the third joy flight of the day that Barry Hempel had piloted and all customers were under the impression that the
flight was commercial.
I waited on the tarmac to take photos of his arrival. Ian didn’t arrive. Soon after there was a phone call to say a plane had
crashed into the water just off South Stradbroke Island. I knew that Ian was gone.
Devastated, traumatised, shock. There aren’t any words that can describe losing a partner in such a way. A motorbike accident
is comprehensible and something tangible that I had worried about, but a plane crash seemed as likely as being taken by a
shark whilst dangling your feet in the Brisbane River.
Since I have lost Ian I have noticed that planes fall out of the sky regularly.
As do most people who lose a significant person in their lives, I think about Ian every day. We had planned our future together,
a home, children, travel, he was the only person I had ever looked to the future with. But now I don’t only grieve the loss of Ian
but I also grieve what has been taken away from me by a system that has failed Ian and I for the last four and half years.
Put simply, the ATSB did not investigate; the QPS never recovered the plane; the police report took 3 years to complete; CASA
will not admit any fault to prevent any further accidents happening; the Inquest took approximately four years to begin; CASA
stalled the Inquest recommendations for another hearing date and now I have been told to wait again with the additional
hearing date being postponed. When I found this out on the 15 November 2012, not even two working days before the hearing
date was set to begin, I cried. The tears started at work and basically did not stop for the rest of the day. I feel sheer
disappointment that I continue to be put through this, so many years after Ian’s death.
Four and half years and ongoing, is a long time in a person’s life. I was 30 years of age when Ian died and am now nearly 35.
The grief and shock of losing Ian has at times consumed me but I have been able to work through it so it is now something that
I can control. What I can’t control four and half years on is the legal/regulatory system. I cannot control when I’m going to get
that next phone call. When I will be re-traumatised again? It feels like the system is trying to break me, hoping that I can’t
handle it anymore and I’ll walk away. What will break me is if I do walk away after all this time. I’ve lost too much. Ian’s death
was preventable and four and half years later we are still waiting on recommendations from a Coroner on what needs to
happen to try and prevent another accident of its kind.
In the last four and half years my friends have either become engaged, got married, had children, advanced in their career,
travelled. It feels like the legal system/CASA has pressed pause on these aspects of my life. I can’t work in social work
because the ongoing and unpredictable nature of the legal process impacts on my emotions and my capacity to work in a crisis
setting, I have mounting legal fees, the emotional toll impacts on my relationships with other significant people in my life and I
can’t travel freely because my life is dictated by the systems schedule.
I wonder when the victims are considered in the process. I wonder what new information is going to come from yet another
hearing day called by CASA. I wonder whose interests this serves. I wonder how much more obvious it needs to be that CASA
and the medical practitioners involved breached their duty of care. I wonder how many more planes will fall out of the sky. I
wonder why my life continues to be put on hold by the system, when I lost my partner due to other people’s/CASA’s negligence.
I wonder how those in the aviation industry who turned a blind eye have been impacted. I wonder whether 2013 will be the year
that there is legal resolution for Ian. I wonder whether there ever would have been an Inquest if Ian’s loved ones did not
demand it year after year. I wonder whether changes will occur in a flawed Civil Aviation Safety Authority and I wonder whether
I will then be able to sit with my grief for Ian peacefully and remember the beauty that he bought to my life without it being
tarnished by an incompetent and unjust legal/regulatory system.
Samantha Hare (fiancé of Ian Lovell) Hempel’s Yak 52 South Stradbroke Is 31 August 2008. 2 fatalities.
This is an amended copy of a letter sent by Ms Hare, to the Coroner John Hutton in November 2012. The next Inquest
hearing date has now been set for 18 March 2013.

In August 2008, Ian Lovell , a British citizen who had recently gained his Australian citizenship died in an airplane crash in
Moreton Bay. Ian was the partner of my daughter , Samantha Hare. They had planned to marry in the near future and start a
family.
One has to accept that accidents do happen and some of us have to bear the unbearable. However, Ian's untimely death was
an accident waiting to happen since 2002. This was the date that the pilot, Barry Hempel, became an epileptic after a hangar
door had stuck him on the head. This man continued flying commercially until his death in 2008 even though his commercial
pilot's licence had been removed by CASA. The reality is that CASA had the authority to make sure this man didn't fly on a
commercial basis again. Consulting doctors were easily duped by Hempel. The governing body CASA was found to be a
toothless tiger because all their efforts were half -hearted and lacked integrity or conviction. They were willing to sit on their
hands until the inevitable happened.
The coronial inquiry accepted that most probably Hempel had an epileptic fit that day and lost control of the plane. This so
called responsible body, CASA, not only contributed to the death of Ian but shattered my daughter's life. She had to deal with
the guilt of thinking that she had been responsible for Ian's death because she had bought him the joyflight for his birthday.
Despite her conscientious research into the competence of Hempel she was duped by a deceitful website and
recommendations from staff at Archerfield airport. She had been led to believe Hempel had a commercial license and was a fit
and proper person to pilot the plane. This man's cavalier approach to flying and health status was well known in the pilot
community and to CASA .My daughter has had to seek prolonged psychological counselling and had to resign her job as a

social worker in child protection because she was unable to handle the responsibility of making decisions in sometimes
traumatic circumstances. This was as a direct result of the circumstances of the accident. She is now in her mid 30's and may
have to accept not having children because of Ian's death. This has taken a heavy psychological toll on her.
CASA"s calamitous record is and was well known by "those in the Know". IT has repeatedly contributed to tragic
accidents.They simply did not have the conviction and integrity to shut Hempel's Airline down.For six years the clock ticked and
inevitably disaster struck and not only in Ian's case. Recommendations have been made by a Senate Inquiry but unbelievably
CASA twiddled their thumbs. This of course has been terribly gawling to the victims and their loved ones.It has permanently
caused a mistrust in governing bodies who receive their funds from the unenlightened public. There must be some redress and
action so the probability of accidents such as this are reduced dramatically.
Bruce Hare (Father of Samantha Hare).

NB
I am very willing to provide for perusal, reference or verification, any of the many letters and requests to the authorities,
articles, media interview records, statements from pilots, senior aviation and experts, operators and other documents
related to this matter since 2003. I would need a particular topic or question to narrow down the individual document. You
would see from these documents the actual scope of what I have written and requested. As is the heart of this letter and
attachments, very little action has been taken and responses, if ever provided, give very little in return.
This is just an example: Article published in the Torres News, 28 August 20077
“First part of summary was very critical of CASA and Transair..made several recommendations. However, when he got to
delivering the findings, they seemed not to be related to his previous statements.
My major problem is, given the huge amount of unchallenged, verified and detailed evidence provided in the ATSB report
and at the Inquest, is what Mr Barnes did not say. Much damning and false evidence was totally ignored.
Barnes also made some very incorrect and offensive assumptions:
Families looking for scapegoats, the emotions of the families, looking for someone to blame.
The families were looking for responsibility to be admitted and then accountability to be allocated. We have never said we
wanted to blame anyone. We got nothing. The natural outcome from responsibility and accountability would then hopefully
be the establishment of world best-practice safety legislation to ensure all companies fly in the lowest possible risk safety
environment. The no more important than for those who live and work in remote communities where there is little choice of
method of transport, let alone who provides it.
If he associates anger with emotion, then the only time it was ever demonstrated in any substance, was after his findings
were delivered. Otherwise there were no significant emotional outbursts from anyone.
I can also state with much confidence that I personally would have more knowledge and understanding of the huge range
of issues surrounding this sorry affair, than most of those present throughout the Inquest. The Inquest hardly scratched the
surface.
CASA has been given carte blanche to continue how it operates…as it sees fit and with impunity. Clear and irrefutable
evidence shows that CASA knew that Transair had serious problems since 1999 and did little or nothing to address them.
CASA was seriously admonished and recommendations made in relation to several serious air crashes in the past
…Monarch, Whyalla, Seaview and Toowoomba. It has done very little after each one and continues to operate almost the
same as it did through the enquiries for all of these. CASA also enjoys the unquestioning support of the Federal Government
who has never taken them to task, or insist on major changes.
Transair has also been given the all clear. Mr Wright can return to Australia, set up another dodgy airline and pay minimal
attention to safety guidelines; all with the active assistance and blessings of CASA.
More than ever, the people of Torres Strait and NPA should be aware of this continuing, appalling situation. Don’t allow
small operators to pull the wool regarding safety, as they are all regulated by CASA and we now know what that could
mean.”

Shane Urquhart Father of Const Sally Urquhart..Lockhart River 07 May 2013 15 fatalities

c.

What the victims/families want and believe is necessary:

We recognise that nothing can bring back our loved ones or change what has already occurred...but...
•

There needs to be a new inquiry (Royal Commission?) with actual ability to issue legally enforceable
directives.

•

The appalling culture of vilification and spiteful, protracted and unsustainable litigation must be
exposed to all. What has happened to the recommendations about protection for those who report
CASA misconduct?

•

These officers and government and individual politicians who instigate such actions or know what is
happening but choose to ignore, must be held to account. Furthermore, there needs to be an
apology from those individuals who, through their absurd recorded remarks and correspondences,
have highly offended family members.

•

There needs to be complete root and branch reorganisations of the two agencies with outcome based
charters, including appropriate allocation of taxpayers money. Reorganisation must begin with the
recognition of the misconduct of officers from the top down. The Industry Complaints Commissioner
must not be part of CASA.

•

Changes to the Air Carriers Liability Act must favour the victims, not the insurer and ensure that
claims are dealt with in a timely and professional manner.

•

A timely response from the Inquiry members.

The recent PNG Air Safety authority’s report on the Misima Island fatal Citation crash and its scathing findings
on the PIC’s regular flaunting of the rules, must be scrutinised carefully in relation to links with the Lockhart
River crash and subsequent fatalities. The same PIC was Chief Pilot and CEO of the Lockhart River crash
company and many parallels can be drawn between both crashes and their safety-poor cultures. While
severely criticised at the LHR Inquest, CASA did not change any of its practices or regulations and fatalities
continue to occur. Incomprehensible at any level!
Surely this would fall into the “other matters” requirement included in the Inquiry’s brief.

